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Can you imagine how fun it would be to play
with scents?
Pirouette is the product more than you
expect. The idea of Pirouette is to create a
playful experience between you and scents.
Just add a few drops of your favorite essential
oil and spin the Pirouette to disperse greater
denseness of scent whenever you choose.
The wooden handle also provides a warm
and tactile experience. This interaction of
scents, Pirouette and you can improve your
emotional satisfaction. This is a whole new
experience that makes you feel fresh and
enjoyable.
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Pirouette
Personal Scent Diffuser / 榀㰂棥⒨/ 榀㰂䟚䳢⇾
 Pair it with SERENE HOUSE 100% Natural

Essential Oil to create a pleasant breathing
experience.
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SERENE HOUSE INTERNATIONAL ENTERPRISE LTD.
7F, No. 15, Sec. 2, Tiding Blvd., Taipei 11493,
Taiwan / SERENE HOUSE USA, Inc. 1860
Renaissance Blvd. Sturtevant, WI 53177-1743
U.S.A. / CARL HENKEL GMBH Brändistrasse
18 CH - 6048 Horw / Luzern

Designed In Taiwan / Made in PRC
www.serene-house.com

Instruction Manual
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Pirouette
Personal Scent Diffuser
榀㰂棥⒨
昧垡榀㰂䟚

Model code / 䔉⒨❲噆 / Ẏ⒨❲⏞：
122104009
Product Name : Pirouette
Product Size :
( Pirouette )
61 mm L x 61 mm W x 87 mm H
( 2.4 in L x 2.4 in W x 3.4 in H )
( Scent Stone )
55.7 mm L x 55.7 mm W x 8.7 mm H
( 2.2 in L x 2.2 in W x 0.3 in H )
Product Weight :
( Pirouette ) 35.9 g ( 1.3 oz )
( Scent Stone ) 22 g ( 0.78 oz )
Design : Taiwan
Made in PRC
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1.

Add a few drops of SERENE HOUSE 100% Natural
Essential Oil onto the scent stone according to
your personal preference.
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2.

Spin the handle of Pirouette to put it in motion
and the scent will diffuse more effectively as it is
spinning around.
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3.

To replace the scent stone, please unscrew the
handle first by turning it counterclockwise, replace
the used scent stone with a new one, then screw
the handle back by turning it clockwise.
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* Keep out of the reach of children and pets.
Avoid ingestion.
* We recommend using SERENE HOUSE 100%
Natural Essential Oils for best scent diffusion
performance.
* Essential oils are highly concentrated, high
purity oils, and could possibly damage painted
surfaces. Please take care not to drop or splash
them on furniture.
* Scent stone is a consumable item. Scent stone
can be replaced when its scent diffusing
effect is no longer effective. Scent stone refill is
sold separately.
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